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 By the grace of Allah, finally I am done with step 2 CK. I am a graduate of 

King Edward medical university, Lahore, Pakistan (class of 2013). I completed my 

house job in April 2014. During my medical school days, I didn’t plan for USMLE 

but during my house job, I started planning for USMLE because I had studied 

clinical subjects recently. So I planned to go for step 2 CK before step 1.During my 

house job, I didn’t have enough time to study but I kept reviewing books and 

during final 3 months of my house job I started solving offline USMLE world. 

 After completing my house job, I started with KAPLAN CK series. I did every 

unit of medicine and solved the respective section of USMLE world offline. I 

completed KAPLAN internal medicine in one month. Then I took 15 days for 

Gynae obs, Surgery, Psychiatry and Behavioral science. I listened to the lectures 

by Dr. Steven Daughtery for Ethics and Bio stats. In next few days I solved the 

offline Uworld of these subjects. Then Ramzan started and I took a break for 15 

days after which I started KAPLAN pediatrics and MTB 2 and MTB 3 altogether. 

PEADS book was really boring and I used to study it very slowly. It took me a 

month to complete the whole of MTBs and Pediatric KAPLAN. By now it was 20th 

of August. Now I bought USMLE world online subscription for 3 months. I started 

doing it but after just4 blocks I thought to test my baseline knowledge by an 

online NBME. I selected NBME 4 for that I ended up scoring 269 in it :D. I was so 

relaxed that I didn’t study for the next 15 days :D. After that I realized it was just 

an NBME and I started doing USMLE world reading through its explanations 

deeply. Uworld is a wonderful tool. It’s a power house of knowledge. It is the 

“TEXT BOOK” of step 2 CK. I read through it very deeply and very carefully but 

didn’t make the notes. By the end of September I had completed Uworld once, 

and then I started revising Uworld. I revised it completely and solved my marked 
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questions twice. While I was revising my Uworld, I bought subscription of USMLE 

consult for 1 month and solved it once and did NBME 7 online scoring 254. 

 By the end of my Q bank, I had left with only 20 days. I already had planned 

to do 20 cases by CF so I started doing them. I solved online NBME 6 ten days out 

and UWSA 8 days out. In the last week I mostly relaxed and did tiki taka notes by 

Dr. Wael once. I found them quite useful. Then I did MTB 3 again for subjects 

other than medicine.  

The exam day 

 

 I had slept 5 to 6 hours the night before exam. I woke up at 6 am and 

reached prometric at 8 am. I had carried a lot of chocolates, 2 tins of red bull and 

my lunch. The exam started at 9 am sharp. The first block was easy. I completed it 

in 45 minutes and revised all the questions just looking at their answers while 

taking my time to review 5 or 6 marked question. I took a break after every block 

as I had already planned. 2nd and 3rd blocks were really scary but I managed the 

time well and finished them in about 50 minutes taking my time to review my 

marked questions which were about 7 to 8. I took breaks after these as well 

eating chocolates and having some red bull in these breaks. After my 4th block I 

took a long break in which I prayed my ZUHR and had my lunch. The rest of blocks 

were OK. The question statements were not that long as I was told but the 

options were really confusing and it was hard to find the answer out. There were 

a lot of easy questions too but most of questions were really vague.  

 The questions of medicine were easy and conceptual as were surgery’s. But 

the questions on Ethics, Pain management and Pediatrics were really scary and 

mostly left me without any clue. But I stuck to the principle of the most common 

thing must be the answer and not the fact that my brain was making up :P. I had 

one abstract with three questions and it was quite easy. The Bio stats questions 

were mostly about the conclusions and inferences drawn from studies and not 

the calculations themselves. The section of Gynae obs was really confusing 

because in most of questions I knew the diagnosis but could not find the answer 
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in the options given. Most of the questions in psychiatry were just about diagnosis 

and I did them in my first go. There were 5 ECGs, very easy, 3 multimedia 

questions and a lot of dermatology pictures and radio graphs most of which were 

easy and there were about 3 pictures of fundus. Most of these questions had 

hints in their description as well. 

 After the exam finished, I was drained came out of the examination center 

felling I was going to fail but people who had appeared before told me this is a 

normal feeling after CK. 

My scores: 

 Uworld offline ~ 85% 

 Uworld online = 91% 

 2nd go = 95% 

 NBME 4 (3 and a half month before exam) = 269 

 NBME 7 (2 month before exam) = 254 

 NBME 6 (10 days before exam) = 267 

 UWSA (8 days before exam) = 265 

And here is what I got 
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Do’s and don’ts: 
Do’s: 
 Make a time frame for your exam, don’t start blindly. Go with plan. Decide 

the date of your exam and study accordingly. 
 Study the books well before starting Uworld and once you move on to 

Uworld then remain committed to it. (This was probably one of my 
mistakes) 

 Study according to your own plan and make sure to take break when you 
are exhausted. 

 In the real exam, in case you are stuck in a question, always go for the 
choice which comes to your mind at the very first moment.  

 Solve as many questions as you can but take them only for learning. Don’t 
start remembering NBME and Uworld. Exam is based upon concepts. 

 And above all, pray to Allah and ask Him for everything you need as He is 
the only one who has authority over everything. 

Don’ts: 
 Don’t take too many long breaks (more than three days) during your 

preparation.  
 Don’t lose hope. Work on your weak areas if in case you are not getting 

good percentage in Uworld. 
 Don’t think Uworld is an assessment tool; keep it as an educational tool. 

Read its explanations, digest its concepts. 
 

In the end, I would like to thank everyone who has supported me and prayed 
for me. Especially my family, my study partners at various occasions, my class 
fellows and seniors from King Edward Medical University who guided me and the 
members of the group EAMTER USMLE step 2 CK. I learned a lot from this forum.  

 
All of your questions are welcomed. 
 
 

Muhammad Salman Faisal 


